JUNE 11, 2017

International Day of Solidarity with Marius Mason &
All Long-Term Anarchist Prisoners

For more information on June 11th and
solidarity with long-term anarchist prisoners, visit

june11.org

COMMUNICATION IS A WEAPON

T

his year, the International Day of Solidarity with Marius Mason and All Long-Term Anarchist Prisoners emphasized how communication aids our struggles against prison society and disrupts the
isolation imposed on comrades who are locked up for the long term.
The state aims to make our comrades disappear, but we want their names and deeds spread throughout the
world. During the months preceding June 11, word was circulated far and wide about both our imprisoned
comrades and the upcoming day of solidarity. Newly designed June 11 promotional materials - including
stickers, flyers, and posters - reached individuals, social centers, and distribution projects around the
world. The call for June 11th this year was translated into French, Portuguese, and Spanish.
We conducted several moving and insightful interviews with former prisoners and outside
supporters, who eloquently wove connections between past and current struggles. Solidarity with longterm prisoners can strengthen our struggles by forcing us to look back and learn from theirs, and deepen
our collective memory.
As June 11th has come and gone, we want to affirm again that our commitment to our imprisoned comrades is not limited to one day, but extends in all directions:
We express continued solidarity with Kara Wild and Krème, as well as Damien Camelio,
captives of the French state who remain with us in our struggles.
We do not forget our comrade sentenced to 7.5 years for robbing PaxBank in 2014.
In Italy, the state continues its attempt to disrupt efforts of solidarity with the anarchists ensnared in operation Scripta Manent – now investigating RadioAzione, Anarhija.info, and Croce Nera Anarchica. Knowing that our infrastructure for counter-information and prisoner solidarity are essential to
our revolt, the state seeks to demobilize them through its usual course of raids, restrictions, and disruption.
We send unending solidarity to the comrades in Italy, who in their unwillingness to forfeit these weapons,
show that insurgent hearts will not be stopped by the state’s petty machinations.
We send our love to comrade Davide Delogu, who, in his stubborn refusal to accept being
locked in a cage by brutal pigs, attempted to free himself.
And finally, we encourage everyone to organize events and take action for the upcoming
International Day of Solidarity with Eric King on June 28th. Eric’s uncompromising spirit in the face of
persecution keeps our hearts strong as we navigate and fight against this world that is not ours.
The following is a collection of event reportbacks, prisoner statements, and actions taken for
June 11th in 2017.

STATEMENT FROM MICHAEL KIMBLE

F

or me communication with comrades on the outside of these prison walls has been key in keeping me
on point and sane in this artificial world of all-pervasive domination. We anarchists are not immune
to the blues and the sometimes-attractive pull of resignation in the face of dizzying odds.
Communication means more than receiving letters and publications. It means survival. It
means resistance. It means saving lives on the margins of prison society.
Through communication and acts of solidarity I have been able to save the lives of queer and
non-queer prisoners whose life was threatened because of debts, and yes, drugs for the sick, with funds
sent to me by comrades on more than one occasion. Without communication none of this would have been
possible.
Communication has allowed me and many others to create projects that “aim toward the destruction of this social order – that is to say an insurrectional anarchist projectuality.”
The point of this brief statement is my attempt to show how far and extensive communication
extends for those of us anarchists being held in these man-made tombs.
Communication now needs to extend to the pigs of capital and authority – that no longer will
their oppressive, authoritarian and brutal acts go unpunished. Let’s communicate that!
Dare to struggle!
Dare to be free!

STATEMENT FROM KROW

W

hen I think of solidarity in the context of the June 11th holiday, in conjunction with writing the
obvious letter to our caged comrades, I believe in the prioritization of engaging in living resistance
utilizing/creating structures therein that allow rad folk to circumnavigate being caged. The Revolutionary
Abolitionist Movement’s most recent communiqué offers some suggestions that may enrich hypothetical
efforts (it’s free online and worth your time).
More immediately, we can also activate general prisoner solidarity by once more utilizing/
creating local legal/bail funds to free any and all who are incarcerated and eligible for bail on this day.
Even in the move from specific (eco-prisoners) to general terms, prisoners, if we are to be ‘solid’ with
one, we must be solid with the other, as they are oppressed by one of the same forces and entities - the
state. As always, no prisons means no prisoners. This is not to dilute the focus of this very important day
from eco-prisoners, just extend the scope and reach of our support.
Outreach to un-politicized prisoners is a common good that needs doing and also holds potential to radicalize more people, thus also potentially adding them to the cause and discussions of the proverbial “team.” We must be prefigurative in all that we do, valuing the process of achieving and actively
living (daily) revolutionary lifestyles just as much as the diverse outcomes of those processes (derived
from recent inspirations of Marianne Maeckelbergh’s “The Will of the Many”)
Disproportionately, the poor and people of color (POC) sit in jail due to lack of access to
resources or money to pay bond (and sometimes they are very low bond amounts). We must outreach to
offer tools that enable more agency on the individual’s part here.
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Also on this day, we must acknowledge and undermine the fact that our so-called “government” continues to vilify comrades who defend the earth and all its creatures and life forces, in order
to distract from the evil-doings + merciless killings of land, water and people/creatures that the “US
Government” is endorsing and perpetuating on a daily basis. They continually take the focus off of their
heinous and racist resource-colonial acts and continue to subjugate, imprison, or kill any and all who seem
to threaten their relative power.
Lastly, fuck Derek Jensen, but, “Forget Shorter Showers,” and don’t forget other Earth Defenders and Water Protectors that need our attention and support today and all days, like:
Red Fawn Fallis @ HACTC, 110 Industrial Rd. Rugby, ND 58368
Kathleen Bennet @ Morton County Jail, 205 1st Ave. NW, Mandan, ND 58554
as the latter needs assistance getting bailed out of jail! There are so many others we can reach
out to as well, including internationally.
While we are reaching out to our wild-caged creatures this day, in the realms of prisoner and
legal support groups, be sure to “check” yourselves and others’ privilege if comments like “take care of
it” or “it’s better to just deal with it now” are slipping out of people’s mouths in regards to addressing
looming and potentially lengthy terms of incarceration. You/they may never have before been in this situation, and you/they may not wish being as targeted or ill-resourced whist incarcerated! We should first
seek to find them alternatives if at all possible. For prisoner post-release support, both prior preparational
and logistical, to create adequate healing space for all involved is paramount. You’re all human; no one is
a romanticized epitome of a radical ideal.
Thank you deeply to all who have supported me or donated to my support fund! My heart and
wild appreciation goes out to you and I cannot do it without you! Here’s to having each other’s backs!
Please also remember to support the upcoming International Solidarity with Eric King Day on June 28th
and extend support to prisoners on food strike for better conditions in Folsom prison.
In closing, “… we threaten our own interests and rights when we condone by our silence the
use of the government surveillance, attack on the legitimacy of the political activists, and the use of the
criminal law to suppress and punish political dissent.” -Lennox S. Hines
Until All Are Free!
Your Comrade in Struggle,
For the wild
Krow
marking the four year anniversary of my charges related to the Penokee Mine Struggle

STATEMENT FROM SEAN SWAIN

A

s humans, we are the lucky beneficiaries of three biological developments that greatly contribute
to our long-term survivability. The first one is the structure of our jaw which is conducive to eating
meat and taking in proteins that non-meat-eating mammals don’t get. That’s the only one of the three
that’s irrelevant to the discussion.
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The second of the top three biological developments that contribute to our long-term survivability is our cerebral cortex. The cerebral cortex is the outer-most layer of the brain, and is principally
responsible for conceptual thought. Because of our cerebral cortex, we can imagine things that we cannot
see. We can conceive of stuff we did not experience.
The third biological development that contributes to our long-term survivability is our opposable thumbs. Our opposable thumbs are pretty useful. They gave us the ability to carry things and to share
with others. They gave us the ability to use and manipulate tools.
This is really important when you consider that we humans are, really, the least fit for survival
on the planet, all things being equal. We are most dependent upon tools, upon stuff outside of ourselves.
All other species pretty much get by on what they were born with. You don’t see beavers putting on scuba
suits or monkeys in the rain forest wearing rain coats. No other species requires assistance in locomotion
or cooks their food on barbecue grills because their digestive tracts are so sensitive. Just us. So, without
the opposable thumb to develop all the tools we need, we would have sputtered out a long time ago.
Now, just to be clear, I’m not anthropocentrist. I’m not under any delusion that we humans
are the center of the universe. We’re not. We’re not a special or superior form of life. We do have some
benefits we developed – our jaws, our cerebral cortexes, and our opposable thumbs – and those have been
very useful to us. But, in all fairness, we cannot perform a death-roll like an alligator or race a cheetah
across an open plain or go toe-to-toe with a low-land gorilla. So, all other forms of life have their biological developments that have served them quite well too, and ours do not make us superior or special.
That said, of the three biological developments, two of them are relevant. As our meat-conducive jaw-line is not, we can start with our cerebral cortexes.
Because I have a cerebral cortex, I have it within me to imagine, however imperfectly, the experience of fighting the police in Greece and tipping over a cop car – even though I’ve never been there. I
can close my eyes and smell the burning gasoline, hear the bewildered screams of a running police officer
as he is chased by a masked rebel swinging a tire tool. I can imagine the rush and the thrill, the euphoria of
seeing the billowing black smoke rising from the roof of the police station, and realizing what that means.
As humans with our big cerebral cortexes, we have the ability to transmit, one to another, our
experiences, our feelings, our ideas. We do that principally through language. Language is a tool for this
transmission of experiences and feelings and ideas, from one to another.
For this transmission to work properly, we must have agreement as to what sounds and symbols mean. For instance, if I use the word “elephant,” and by those collections of sounds, I mean to transmit to you the idea of a large, gray mammal with big ears and a long trunk, I have failed miserably if you
imagine a yellow piece of fruit shaped sort of like a crescent and serving as a principle staple in the diet
of chimpanzees. If I use the word “elephant,” but you imagine what I would otherwise call a banana, then
we do not have communication. We have mis-communication.
We need agreement on the meaning of sounds and symbols, and then we can use them as
tools – tools that are only properly used when shared. Unlike rakes or shovels or blow-guns, tangible
tools, words are intangible tools that really only work in collaboration between two of us. Words are
special tools used only in collaboration, which means they can only be used in social spaces, unlike rakes
or shovels or blow-guns.
And, again, this all goes back to our cerebral cortexes. If you attempt to communicate some
complex story to a golden retriever or to a lizard, you’re likely wasting your time. Not even dolphins or
chimpanzees or crows can fully participate in the complex transmission of symbolic thought the way that
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we can, any more than we can death-roll like alligators or race cheetahs or beat up gorillas. As humans,
with our big cerebral cortexes, we are singularly capable of complex transmissions of symbolic thought.
This means we have two different kinds of tools at our disposal. We have tangible tools we
can grasp, like rakes and shovels and blow-guns, using our opposable thumbs; we have intangible tools
that we can grasp with our cerebral cortexes. And I think it is probably worth mentioning that anything
we can use as a tool, we can use as a weapon. That is, a weapon is really only a tool used for inflicting
injury. Consider, a rake is a tool used for collecting leaves but can just as easily be used as a weapon to rip
someone’s face off. Shovels are useful for digging holes but can also be pretty handy for cracking skulls.
As to the argument that pens are mightier than swords, I once saw a guy stabbed in the neck with a pen in
the chow hall, and he bled profusely into his mashed potatoes.
All tools are weapons. And I would suggest to you that, in some ways, the intangible tools
we grasp with our cerebral cortexes can be immeasurably more dangerous than tools we grasp with our
opposable thumbs.
Take, for instance, the weapons that our enemy uses. As I write this, I’m looking out of my
cell window at the perimeter vehicle positioned directly across from my cell on the other side of the
double fences, and I know that vehicle has a shotgun in the shotgun rack. Although I cannot see them, I
know the enemy also has a compliment of Apache attack helicopters somewhere. Off in the distance, as
this typewriter pecks out my thoughts onto this handy computer paper, I can hear the staccato pop-poppop-pop of shots fired at the not-so-distant firing range where the enemy practices.
But, you know what? I’ve never been shot. In fact, none of the enemy’s agents have ever so
much as fired at me. I’ve never even seen the enemy shoot at another prisoner. The reason I have spent
twenty-five years in custody without witnessing anyone get shot while trying to hit the fences is that, apart
from the shotguns and helicopters, the enemy’s weapons include intangible weapons – the dual ideas of
the enemy’s legitimacy and perpetuity.
This is what I mean: I’m surrounded by criminals and law-breakers, but it turns out that most
of them broke the laws not because they recognize the laws as illegitimate, but because they generally
recognize that the law sucks. Once caught, these same law-breakers recognize the authority of those who
claim it and they submit to the punishments imposed on them in the belief that the punishments they
receive are legitimate consequences of violating the laws. Further, there exists a shared sense among
most prisoners that this system is perpetual, that it will go on forever, that it is immutable, and therefore
resistance or efforts to escape would be futile.
These ideas have not been implanted so thoroughly by recourse to rakes and shovels and
blow-guns. What the enemy has used is a powerful weapon crafted with words, a weapon called “mythology.” This “mythology” has to some degree paralyzed all of us, more so than we are paralyzed by the
actual reality of the threats posed by cops or soldiers or attack helicopters.
This mythology might be the most powerful weapon that the enemy employs, one that we
cannot smack with a rake or shovel, or shoot with a blow-gun. We have to attack this false mythology in
another way. We have to develop weapons just as powerful, or more powerful, than the enemy’s.
That is, if we want to liberate ourselves and others from this false mythology that keeps us paralyzed, we have to develop a weapon that will work for that purpose, so others can use both their cerebral
cortexes and their opposable thumbs in a way that will best bring about the future we would like to make
manifest together.
The key to whatever activities we undertake, I think, is to demonstrate to ourselves and to
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whatever audience might be watching that the enemy’s systems are not legitimate and they are not unassailable. They are illegitimate and fragile.
We have the ability to develop and project an alternative mythology, a different “story to be
in,” to borrow a phrase from writer Daniel Quinn. In developing a different story to be in, and in projecting it, we will be taking back from the enemy the power and authority over words, exercising our own
power to define what words mean rather than deferring to the enemy’s self-serving use of them. This is a
kind of collective “re-orientation” to language itself. By challenging and dismissing the enemy’s claimed
legitimacy and perpetuity, we take back our power to form a new narrative, one where the old “good
guys” are exposed for the swindle they’ve been committing on us all.
In this struggle between competing narratives, the truth is on our side. And the truth is dangerous.
The fact of the matter is, our enemy’s systems are not perpetual. They will not go on forever.
The fact is, humans have been around for about four million years and this hierarch delusion has been
foisted upon us for roughly eight thousand years – that’s a fraction of one percent of human existence.
That means that humans lived in other ways for the vast majority of our existence. Further, after only
eight thousand years, this hierarch delusion is falling apart. Their own experts use terms like “unsustainable,” which means it cannot keep going. It has, in a very short time, done great damage not only to the
environment, to the planet we inhabit, but has devastated our ability to live lives of general happiness and
purpose. So, this system is not just unraveling before our very eyes, but it is a system we really have no
reason to keep around anyway because it has never worked as advertised and it never will.
This thing is about as perpetual as the Titanic.
As to the system’s legitimacy, it seems laughable that some small group of privileged elites
should assume some right to rule the vast majority and to impose rules that clearly benefit those who
make them. Not only are these elites miserable failures in creating anything that resembles “order” after
eight thousand years of passing law after law for achieving the “order” that eludes them, but I am aware
of no argument that has ever been presented as to why any of us have some kind of “duty” to obey those
we never agreed to obey in the first place. Such a hijacking of our autonomy and freedom can never be
“legitimate,” so all such decrees and demands and laws are absolutely unlawful and invalid, serving as
nothing more than tools to impose the will of the ruling opportunists onto the rest of us. The fact of the
matter is, the true enemies of real peace and real prosperity are those who maintain this oppressive system
at our expense.
Everyone alive has a sense of their own suffering and their own trauma, a sense of their own
experiences of diminishing returns for their obedience and compliance. What they do not connect is that
what they experience is a universal suffering and trauma, to lesser or greater degrees, and that the source
of it is the very system of authority they have been indoctrinated to worship. So, if by our words and by
our symbolic acts, we can make larger and larger numbers of those currently hypnotized and mesmerized
fully aware of the system’s invalidity and vulnerability, we can provoke wider and wider rejection of the
system.
This is fatal to the enemy’s program.
Consider, this massive, sprawling, global machine only functions optimally if it manages
to maintain a hundred percent participation, all of us performing whatever roles have been assigned to
us. That optimum performance is diminished if even one of us stops performing that assigned role, and
the machinery gets progressively more clunky and cumbersome with each one of us that bails. Also, it
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becomes progressively more unmanageable with each of us that becomes actively opposed to the machinery’s operation. That is, the more that we seek to sabotage the operation of the machine, the more that this
sprawling system of centralized control and distribution breaks down.
So, we can certainly use our opposable thumbs to pull the proverbial fire alarms in a number
of imaginative and highly-disruptive ways, but such actions will not even occur to us until we use our
cerebreal cortexes for something other than hat-racks. And that means we have to win the battle of ideas,
the war of conflicting narratives.
The hierarch delusion cannot possibly win from here. Every day, there is an increasing dissonance between what the program promises and what it delivers, between the narrative and the reality.
Every day, there arise billions of opportunities to puncture the hierarch mythology, not with rakes and
shovels and blow-guns, but with words.
Our words are our weapons.
The truth is dangerous.
Freedom,
Anarchist Prisoner Sean Swain
Warren Corruptional Institution

STATEMENT FROM ERIC KING

B

eing locked up is being placed in a constant battle. You’re fighting for your physical well being, your
dignity, your desire to be treated like a fucking living thing. It isn’t a game, it isn’t romantic. People
lose this fight, people lose themselves often. One of the most savage tools the state uses is muzzling its
captives, stealing, prohibiting and limiting our voice and contact with the outside world. This is dangerous
because when you can’t see or hear the outside, you stop seeing yourself as a part of it. You forget that
you belong out there. You can fall more into what they want, the prisoner mold, it’s a real fucking trap.
This is why communication is so dangerous to this system, it can dismantle their entire ratshit
agenda. What is more powerful than knowing your voice will be heard, than knowing that out in the
world people exist who love you and will refuse to let you get lost within these walls? The last time I
was transferred, my team found me within 24 hours, with no help from the BOP. Those bastards refused
to let me make a call, refused to give me a pencil to write a letter, they were not going to help me be in
contact, it goes against everything they want. There was no fear though because I knew no matter where I
got sent or how badly I was being treated, my team would fucking be on it. Communicating the situation
with the community, using every possible tool imaginable to keep our line of contact available, harassing
the facility until they found me and found out what had happened to me. This trust was built overtime,
because EVERY TIME I have faced adversity they have been there for me, guided and helped me in every
way imaginable. I was placed in Transfer seg on Friday, I had my first letters from my partner by Tuesday,
and my first phone call by Thursday. That communication kept my spirits alive, it ruined their plans. The
system doesn’t like this, an empowered, loved prisoner isn’t a good prisoner.
The state goes through many means to block our communication. Charging crazy (3c’s =)..)
funds for calls and limiting them to 300 god damn minutes A MONTH, scanning all in coming and out
going letters, reviewing all emails before they’re able to be sent out, shipping you far from your family,
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isolating you completely, or at least trying to. They’ve shown their hand, our strongest tool is their biggest
fear; well informed, connected, empowered prisoners. Prisoners who know their strength, prisoners with
ears and hearts outside these walls. I’ve seen first hand how different doing time with support is compared
to without. I’ve also seen how different you can be treated when these fucks know they can’t bury you.
Communication can be our strongest weapon because it can remove the fear the state tries to instill, it can
calm our nerves in an anxiety riddled environment, it can spread knowledge of what is happening to us to
the outside world along with what is happening outside to us, it can promote hope, inspire victories, keep
the fire and rebellious spirit burning within our hearts. I am stronger mentally because of the love and
help I’ve received from those on the outside. If everyone had that same love and communication, there
wouldn’t be a prisoner population.
Thank you to everyone who has been there for any prisoner, to my partner<3, support team,
and everyone who has been there for me in anyway. Through that support we are free.
U.A.A.F.
EK

REPORTBACKS & COMMUNIQUES
Athens (Greece): Molotov attack against Evelpidon Court
Australia: Graffiti and banners

Bloomington, Indiana (USA):

I

n the month leading up to the June 11th International Day of Solidarity with Marius Mason & All LongTerm Anarchist Prisoners, we set up two tables at Boxcar Books with an array of free zines, stickers,
and posters for June 11th and about anarchist prisoners.
On June 6th, the bi-monthly Read & Revolt anarchist reading group met at Boxcar Books
to discuss “The Sun Still Rises,” a text written by imprisoned fighters of the Conspiracy Cells of Fire
(CCF) urban guerrilla group in Greece. It had been nominated by regular attendees of Read & Revolt and,
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given that it was written by long-term anarchist prisoners, was scheduled for discussion the week before
June 11th. Those in attendance for this session seemed to appreciate how concisely it was written, how
clear the authors’ intentions were, and how it was written passionately yet without unnecessary flair. The
conversation bounced between topics relevant to local conditions, while various ideas throughout the text
acted as conduits for people to discuss ideas related to their own personal problematics.
On June 9th, we showed Sacco & Vanzetti, a 2006 documentary on the two militant anarchists. Without falling back on idolization and martyrdom, we want to affirm our history. As we continue
on a path as anarchists of action, as enemies of this and all states, we carry with us the spirit of those who
have, before us, carved out their own path of defiance. After the movie, folks wrote 25 cards and letters
to long-term anarchist prisoners in the US.
On June 11th, we held a picnic in a public park as a celebration of anarchist action and in
honor of our imprisoned fighters. Beneath black flags, people talked, wrote cards to anarchist prisoners, and shared food. Some comrades prepared a songbook and performance of classic anarchist songs.
Anarchists in the early 20th century often held picnics on holidays of their own creation, and we hoped
to carry on this tradition. As the world becomes increasingly dominated by the technological mediation
of the internet, it is imperative that we create spaces in which we can be together, face-to-face, without
the noise of alienated chatter. There is, for us, a clear connection between the walls that separate us from
our imprisoned comrades and the walls that separate us all from each other. We celebrate, with joy, the
crumbling of both.

Earlier that day, anonymous individuals dropped two banners in solidarity with Marius Mason
and against social control:
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As a small, anonymous gesture of complicity, we hung two banners to honor June 11, day of solidarity with long-term anarchist prisoners. These banners are on the main north/south roads into
and out of Bloomington. No matter how long he is held at FMC Carswell or in any other cage, we
will make sure Marius isn’t forgotten here, especially given the vital role he played in defending
the land and building a community of resistance in our region.
On the evening of June 11th, anonymous individuals wheatpasted dozens of posters and put
up stickers about imprisoned comrades.

While our efforts this year were modest, they exist within a continuum of action for our
imprisoned comrades that manifests every day. We take time on June 11th to remember and act for
imprisoned anarchists, but this does not stop when the clock strikes midnight. For us, solidarity is not a
one-off event, an act of charity, or something removed from our daily lives – it is an inseparable part of
our existence as anarchists, a tension affirmed through action. Solidarity is the word in our mouths, the
rock in our hand, and the blood in our veins.. The prison walls cannot break us.

Brisbane (Australia):

A

nti-Fascist Action Brisbane had a fucking rad night tonight. We had a film screening and raised
some money for the Free Jock Palfreeman Committee. We are in total solidarity with Marius Mason, Eric King, the comrades in CCF, YPG/J, IPRGF and all anarchists fighting.

Denton, Texas (USA):

A

round a dozen anarchists gathered in Denton, TX to host a public food sharing in a popular, centrally located park, and to write letters of support to long term anarchist political prisoners and prison
rebels. It is important to us that we stay in contact with radicals and prison rebels being held captive by
the state. We want to make sure that our comrades know that they are not alone, despite the isolating
conditions of captivity. As we shared food, wrote letters and made art together, we thought about Marius,
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Krow, Sean, Jeremy, Kara Wild and many other friends who may be locked up, but who will never be
forgotten.

Derry (Ireland):

E

ach year, June 11th serves as a day for us to remember our longest imprisoned anarchist comrades
through words, actions and ongoing material support.
Anarchists in Derry took part in a Banner Drop today to high light the continued imprisonment of political prisoners. Several banners, displayed at Free Derry Corner, were used as part of its
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part in a day of action and international solidarity. For 13 years, anarchists and environmentalists have
observed June 11th as a day of action to mobilise around our imprisoned comrades.
Over that time, the pace of revolt has quickened, with so many uprisings, clashes, attacks, indictments, raids, mass arrests, grand juries, and deaths. In this constantly shifting terrain, it’s easy to lose
track of the origins of our traditions. For anarchists our goal is to mark June 11th as we work throughout
each year to ensure that our imprisoned comrades will not be forgotten.
In solidarity anarchists locally will continue to support political prisoners and in particular
highlighting the ongoing incarceration of Tony Taylor, a local republican activist interned by the British
State without charges, without trail or legal justice.

Elgin, Illinois (USA):

T

oday in solidarity with Marius Mason and long term anarchist prisoners some of us decided to be
artistic! Inspired by Elgin’s advertisement for public art alongside its hip new reconstructive (gentrifying) city landscape, we have a piece of artwork of our own to display. We found a welcoming post
at the busy intersection of Highland and State St. for all to view while waiting for the lights to change.
Armed with anger, there is an artist in every single one of us; an artist with an arsenal of
creative potential to be discovered through action. Ungovernability can be the art of evasion and acting
out against the laws of conformity and passive obedience. And there is so much fun to be had. With every
single attack against this prison society, there is an artistic element of creativity materializing its destruction.
Free all prisoners!
War against the industrial-capital machine!
Nothing less than total liberation!
– Elgin Art and Anarchy Club

Exarchia, Athens (Greece):

O

n Sunday June 11 2017, international day in support with long-term anarchist prisoners, we dropped
a banner from Themistokleous 58 squat in solidarity with the comrade Michael Kimble, incarcerated in Holman prison, Alabama.
Michael Kimble is a gay black anarchist serving a life sentence for taking out a white homophobic racist. Even though he has been held captive for three decades, Michael keeps resisting the
everyday imprisonment by all means necessary, and also propagates violent rupture with all Power.
With this banner we send him back some of the strength we get whenever we read his incendiary texts. Hold strong, comrade: your ideas and determination reverberate to the other side of the ocean.
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NO PEACE WITH THE PRISON-SOCIETY!
Chaoten

Fort Worth, Texas (USA):

A

fter 3 days of networking, movement building and organizing at the Fight Toxic Prisons (FTP) Convergence in Denton, TX, approximately 50 organizers and revolutionaries from across the country
gathered outside the Carswell federal prison Monday morning, June 5, 2017. The protest marched to the
remote back gates of the facility, which is located on a massive military base that has a long history of
environmental contamination and contains a repressive, secretive Administrative Unit.
Today’s demonstration kicked-off of an international effort to demand the immediate closure
of Carswell’s Administrative Unit, a unit similar to draconian Communication Management Units. The
Carswell Admin Unit has been used to isolate female and trans political prisoners as well as prisoners with
serious mental health needs.
Armed with a mobile sound system and bullhorn, the demonstration was able to create a loud
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disruption for guards and establish contact with prisoners across the razor wire fences with amplified
chants of “You are not forgotten, you are not alone, we will fight to bring you home!”
Prisoners replied with waves and raised fists as they viewed banners reading “Close Carswell
Admin Unit Now!”, “Free Aafia Siddiqui” and “Fight Toxic Prisons.”
Demonstrators highlighted political prisoners currently held in the facility, such as Dr. Aafia
Siddiqui, Marius Mason and Ana Belen Montes, all of whom have experienced extreme sentences and
isolation as a result of their political and/or religious affiliations.
They also noted a decade of extensive complaints regarding abuse, mold and medical neglect
among the general population, handing out a printed collection of these stories in the surrounding neighborhood and passers-by.

Ithaca, New York (USA):

G

raffiti found in Ithaca, NY along Cascadilla Creek. Written in solidarity with Marius Mason and all
anarchist prisoners on June 11th.

Komotini (Greece):

O
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n Monday, June 12th 2017, we hung a banner at the Old Law School in Komotini as a small sign of
solidarity with all long-term anarchist prisoners. We do not forget the comrade Sean Swain.
– Utopia A.D. anarchist squat

Melbourne (Australia): Action at Flinders St station

W

e acknowledge that we are standing on stolen land and respect tradional owners and sovereignty
never ceded, aboriginal deaths in custody in so called austalia must stop as Aboriginal prison rates
soar despite recommendations in to the royal commision into aboriginal deaths in custody since 1987, as
in recommendation 92: Imprisonment should be utilised only as a sanction of last resort. Solidarity to long
term anarchist prisoners. They’re inside for us we are outside for them. But we can not forget about the
prison industrial complex within australia that is part of the colonisation of so called australia. Solidarity
to all long term anarchist prisoners.

New Orleans, Louisiana (USA): Banner & graffiti
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New York City, New York (USA):

W

e just wanted to share a message writ large in the belly of the beast that Marius might enjoy. We
wrote ‘Visualize Industrial Collapse’ approximately 90 feet wide and 8 feet tall on a fence in
Brooklyn with the infrastructure and financial symbols of Manhattan across the East River as a backdrop.
We weep at the thought of the heinous, all-too-familiar devastation called Progress that was
wrought on the once lush forests of these islands after settler-colonialism forced the indigenous Lenape
off of them. We grow tired of the condo-dwelling yuppies that displace us through gentrification. We
hone our skills, preparing to attack.
For anarchy, against civilization.

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania (USA):

A

s a small show of solidarity with anarchist prisoners I put up posters in West Philly and South Philly.
Along the way I also took down some annoying infowars and right libertarian stickers.
Fire to the Prisons
For a Dangerous June

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania (USA):

D

uring the first half of dangerous June some machines decided to experiment with freedom. They
expressed their solidarity with J20 arrestees and anarchists facing repression worldwide before
taking their own liberating actions:
*Four security cameras flew away from their posts to see the rest of the world.
*A digital advertising billboard by a highway got a makeover.
*Four fare checking machines tried new foods and got constipated.
*A door to a security force’s building chose to sleep in and delay work.
-Mutinous Machines Solidarity Cell - Philadelphia
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Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania (USA):

P

ittsburgh anarchists held a march in solidarity with anarchist prisoners on June 11th, 2017. Full
marching band in tow, the group disrupted traffic patterns and whatever the fuck else gross yuppie
shit goes down on Butler Street, Pittsburgh’s “hipster” strip. Banners in solidarity with Eric King, Marius
Mason, and Fernando Bárcenas were on display, along with other anti-prison banners.
After the march, a picnic and info fair was held near by, where t-shirts and buttons were traded
in exchange for commissary funds for Joseph Buddenberg, Nicole Kissane, Eric King, and Marius Mason.
Until Every Cage Is Empty

Portland, Oregon (USA):

T

he flyers said 12PM. The Facebook event page (how I hate myself for typing those words) said
12PM. We had every intention of being there by 12PM. At 12:20, we finally rolled up.
The open spot on the street right in front of the staging area was like a sign of fate – and we
considered ourselves forgiven for our tardiness (damn lazy anarchists!!). For those of you who’ve tried
finding parking in any metro downtown, you know what a tax on one’s patience this usually is. Even
showing up 20 minutes late, we were still the first people there. Just before arriving, our other comrade
had called us to give us the heads up that it was technically illegal to set up a table in the park.
We saw the pigs 50 feet away and debated if we should just try setting up on the sidewalk
instead. (The point of our action was to hand out zines and food, not fight with the cops, and for once we
thought it best not to antagonize.) One in our group remembered that another comrade was bringing a
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banner with posts to dig into the ground, so we figured we’d take our chances in the park. Glad we went
with that hunch, because the pigs paid us (almost) no mind after all.
Shortly after carting all the supplies over to the staging area, a human walked up and introduced themselves to us as a friend of a trusted comrade. We welcomed them, and they helped us setup the
table with all the food and zines. Soon, other comrades arrived with another table and more food. Then
our banner arrived in all its glory to truly make our event feel official. We battled hardily with the wind
to get that banner raised, but in the end we were triumphant. Thanks to some liberated bookends from a
designer store, our zines managed to mostly stay on the table as well.
We had Fleet Week as our backdrop, so there were lots of young Navy sailors walking by
as well as families come to tour the guts of the giant war machines parked in our river. The crowd was
surprisingly diverse and not as capital R republican as one would expect. We even managed to get some
lit into the hands of some sailors. Many people seemed baffled at the idea of a free lunch (anarchists know
no other kind!), and we had to fend off a number of attempts to hand us cash. “Who just gives out food?”
“What’s the catch!?” “But somebody had to pay for it, right?” “Well, can I give you a donation?”
We managed to get zines into most people’s hands, with an emphasis on lit focusing on the
flaws and failures of democracy, as well as basics of what anarchism means. My favorite moment was
handing a comic explaining the failings of capitalism to a kid no older than 5 and his dad asking if he
wanted to read it together later.
Most people were receptive, if not outright thankful, and the few jerks in the crowd mostly
kept their comments to themselves. At one point, a socialist Sikh came to my personal defense as a guy
got in my face about getting a real job. (I work in food service, he does construction. I commented that
many people would say construction wasn’t a “real job” either, at which he got indignant that I bite my
thumb at his heaps and heaps of money.) We didn’t convert the socialist, but at least he’ll think better of
us next time he watches the 5 O’clock news. In fact, we had quite a bit of luck opening dialogues with
people who were ignorant of what we were really about.
Turns out lots of people trust everything they see the news say about us, so this was a great
opportunity to bash liberals together and champion no taxes and generally confuse the right wingers who
confused us anarchists with run-of-the-mill Dems (Blechh!!). Of course, since we took this action to show
solidarity with anarchist prisoners, we had lots of literature on folx behind bars as well. Sean Swain’s
story in particular is a good one to tell fence sitting conservatives to at least get them to listen to what
you’ve got to say. Show mothers the picture of Jeremy Hammond and you can see them become visibly
moved. Sunday was immensely humbling as we got to share the stories of our comrades with people who
may have never heard of their struggles otherwise. From the octogenarian couple who stopped for granola
bars and left with a handful of zines to the crust punk from Salt Lake City who wants to start a collective
and an infoshop, we reached so many different types of people who hopefully feel empowered to fight the
State or at least support those of us who do.
We were starting to run out of reading material and food when reinforcements came in the
form of more zines and a couple cases of Lara Bars. With the added supplies, we managed to hold the
space from about 12:30 to 6:30. We ran through most of the food we had, excepting about a dozen bagels.
We also managed to deplete the bulk of our zines, with only a small reserve left over.
As one comrade pointed out, since people were actively coming to our table as opposed to
just taking what was being handed out the likelihood that they’ll get read is significantly better. On top of
all the people we reached just because they passed by us, we had several people tell us they intentionally
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came back after passing by earlier. We also had a couple pigs come over to chat. They didn’t hassle us or
ask us to move on, and we managed to get some literature into their hands. Maybe, if we’re real lucky,
they’ll trade in those blue uniforms for black masks, but I’m not gonna hold my breath.
Lots of folks were interested in how to get involved or how to start actions in their own town.
Luckily, we had several zines on how to organize marches, etc., as well as a stack of zines explaining
affinity groups. Here’s hoping our action resulted in more people joining us in the street. To wrap everything up, below we’ve broken down all the numbers (if you’re the wonky kind of anarchist who enjoys
that sort of thing…). All numbers are rough estimates, on the conservative side.
$1000: Amount in USD of food given away. All food was dumpstered or expropriated from
gentrifying chains.
15: Number of meaningful interactions and discussions lasting over 5 minutes
25: Number of positive interactions involving some sort of praise of anarchists
100+: Number of positive interactions involving individual taking food
100+: Number of positive interactions involving individual taking zines
4: Number of negative interactions with individual expressing anti-anarchist sentiments

Stanwood, Michigan (USA):

L

ake Effect EF! demonstrated at Nestle’s Ice Mountain bottling plant on June 11 in Stanwood MI, the
hometown of Marius Mason. Marius had organized with Sweetwater Alliance against Nestle’s bottling plant and waterwells in Mecosta County, as well as the water shut offs in Detroit in the early 2000’s.
Nestle is currently seeking a permit to increase their withdrawal at White Pine Springs Well
#101 from 250 gallons per minute to 400 gallons per minute. Additionally water shutoffs continue in Detroit with 19,000 residents currently losing their access to water. Bottled water has been utilized as a false
solution to the Flint Water Crisis. Rather than being solutions, privatization and water table depletion will
only continue to create more ecological and social problems.
We stand in solidarity with Marius and all long term anarchist prisoners. UNTIL ALL ARE
FREE!
-LEEF!
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Tampere (Finland): Solidarity for June 11th

Thessaloniki (Greece):

W

e perceive anarchist and antiauthoritarian spaces as structures in which we organize struggles and
live collective moments outside the authoritarian relations that the State and capitalism would like
to impose on us daily.
Lately, the State has carried out various attacks against squats and hangouts in Athens, Thessaloniki, Agrinio and Larissa.
In response to these attacks, during the night of 11th to 12th June 2017, we placed an incendiary device in a van belonging to AKTOR company on Makedonikis Amynis Street in Thessaloniki.
We know that this company constructs the enemy’s structures, such as the Skouries mine in
the Halkidiki Peninsula, that destroys the earth for the benefit of capitalists, or the Thessaloniki metro,
intended to support and strengthen the flow of capital.
We chose June 11th, international day of solidarity with anarchist prisoners facing long sentences, to express our solidarity with all captive comrades worldwide.
Fire to all prison cells.
Death to the State and Capital.
Direct action for anarchy.
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EVENTS
ASHEVILLE, NORTH CAROLINA (USA)
Vegan cookout, presentations, and movie showing

LAKE WORTH, FLORIDA (USA)
Film screening & fundraiser

AUSTIN, TEXAS (USA)
Fundraiser, live music, silkscreening

LIVE OAK, FLORIDA (USA)
Solidarity rally at Suwannee Correctional

BLOOMINGTON, INDIANA (USA)
Anarchist reading group The Sun Still Rises by CCF
Screening of Sacco & Vanzetti & letter writing
Anarchist picnic & music

MELBOURNE (AUSTRALIA)
Action at Flinders Street Station

BRISBANE (AUSTRALIA)
Film Screening of Chasseur de Skins
BROOKLYN, NEW YORK (USA)
Political Prisoner letter writing Dinner

MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA (USA)
Letter writing, potluck, and movie screening
MONTPELIER, VERMONT (USA)
Potluck & letter writing
MONTREAL (CANADA)
Game Night

BUENOS AIRES (ARGENTINA)
Almuerzo fraterno por lxs presxs anarquistas de large
condena

OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA (USA)
Potluck & letter writing

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS (USA)
Letter writing party

OLYMPIA, WASHINGTON (USA)
Sing Me Home: Album Release and Benefit Show

CHICO, CALIFORNIA (USA)
Benefit screening of If a Tree Falls

OMAHA, NEBRASKA (USA)
Fundraiser for anarchist prisoners

CINCINNATI, OHIO (USA)
Goth/punx party! in solidarity with Anarchist Prisoners

PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA (USA)
All you can eat vegan cookout

COLUMBUS, OHIO (USA)
Listening party and potluck

PITTSBURGH, PENNSYLVANIA (USA)
March & picnic

DENTON, TEXAS (USA)
Fight Toxic Prisons 2017 Convergence

PORTLAND, OREGON (USA)
Call for Community Food Distribution

HELSINKI (FINLAND)
Vegan ice cream brunch to support anarchist prisoners

RUTLAND, OHIO (USA)
Musical lunch-in with songs by Marius

HOUSTON, TEXAS (USA)
Film showing and dinner

TORONTO, ONTARIO (CANADA)
Letter writing & movie screenings

HUNTINGTON, WEST VIRGINIA (USA)
Punk show for June 11th

YPSILANTI, MICHIGAN (USA)
Street party & benefit concert

